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Biological aging

• Ageing has been defined as the “time-dependent 
decline of functional capacity and stress 
resistance, associated with increased risk of 
morbidity and mortality” 

• Lifestyle and environment can affect ageing rates 
at both the ‘build-up’ and ‘decline phase’

• Recently, molecular clocks have been developed 
to assess biological age, based on epigenetic and 
other ‘omic’ data



Biomarkers of biological aging

Several biomarkers of biological aging have been 
proposed:

- Telomere length
- DNA methylation (epigenetic clock, epigenetic 

drift)
- Allostatic load
- Metabolomic clock
- …



Telomere length

Telomeres are the protective nucleoprotein structures 
capping the ends of eukaryotic chromosomes.

Telomeres length can be decreased by aging for the 
increasing rounds of cell division, but also by 
biochemical environment.

The telomere shortening has important functional 
consequences: short telomeres lead to genomic 
instability and cellular senescence (i.e. short telomeres in 

leucocytes lead to the secretion of pro-inflammatory cytokines). 



Telomere length



Telomere length



Epigenetic Clocks
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Multiple epigenetic clocks have been 

developed:

• Horvath's original epigenetic clock 

(353 CpG loci, not-tissue specific)

• Hannum’s epigenetic clock (71 CpG 

loci, blood specific)

• Levine’s epigenetic clock (513 CpG 

loci, trained on “phenotype age” 

derived using 8 clinical markers)

• “Grimage” (>1000 CpG Loci, derived 

from blood levels of proteins and 

smoking years)

Age acceleration biomarkers and 

time-to-death prediction

Age Acceleration 

Biomarker
Hazard 

Ratio

Meta P-

value

Horvath 1.02 8.9E-5

Hannum 1.04 6.8E-16

Levine 1.05 3.5E-36

Grimage 1.10 2.0E-75

Lu et al., 

2019



Stochastic epimutations

The number of stochastic epimutations (SEMs) 
increases exponentially with age although there is 
high variability within individuals of the same age.
Higher number of SEMs is associated with:
- risk factors such as cigarette smoking, alcohol 

intake and exposure to toxicants
- Hepatocellular carcinoma tumor staging



Age acceleration based on DNAm



• Meta-analysis of 16,000 people across 18 

cohorts)

• Comparison of effects of leading NCD risk 

factors on epigenetic ageing 

• Horvath, Hannum and Levine measures 

of epigenetic age acceleration and 

stochastic epigenetic mutations (SEMs) 

assessed

• SEMs are sites with extreme methylation 

levels, randomly distributed throughout 

genome, which accumulate with age 

(“epigenetic drift”)

Risk factors of epigenetic 
age acceleration

Fiorito et al 

2019



SEMs and Clocks 

Stochastic epigenetic 
mutations appear 
randomly in the 
genome



The Metabolomic clock
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• ~500 metabolites selected into model from 

four platforms. Excellent prediction of 

chronological age (mean r = 0.85 in 

validation sets)

• Model predictors enriched in pathways 

related to the ‘Hallmarks of Ageing’

• Metabolomic age acceleration (mAA) 

associated with low income, diabetes, 

overweight/obesity, heavy drinking and 

depression

• Complementary to DNA methylation age 

acceleration (DNAmAA), which has stronger 

association with anxiety related disorders 

Robinson et al, under review





The French sociologist Pierre Bourdieu has explained the role of 
economic, social and cultural capital in the functioning of societies 
and in social inequality. Like “the social world is accumulated history” , 
so is the individual life at any particular time/age: it is the accumulated 

history of all economic, social, cultural and eventually biological 
experiences that had an impact on the body. 

Biology (Zoe)  and biography (Bios) meet for example through health 
status, depending on social position at a given age. 

This connects to biology is not explained by Bourdieu, and biological 
capital is the missing concept. However, the ability to access the three 
other forms of individual capital and therefore position in life depends 

on inherited biological health/skills, epigenetic impr inting and the 
accumulation of embodied biological changes that ma ke an 

individual more or less successful in life.
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